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Abstract

One of the crucial and classical problems faced by English teachers in Indonesia is lesson planning. For
several past decades. many models of teaching have been introduced. Even, in line with the implemention of
K'13, a teaching model is also introduced to English teachers. However, based on my observations, tut of the

many teaching models, none has been satisfactory to teachers. Usually. teachers' confusion emmerges every
time a new model is introduced. As a result, students' English learning outcomes are unsatisfatory as well.
Through this paper, I rvould like to propose a simple model, which, in this paper, is called a Creative
Teaching Model, which, I think, can be an alternative solution to teachers' problem in preparing a lesson. I
believe that this model can bring about optimum teaching success due to the simplicity and effectiveness of
this teaching model. For this, I have several reasons. First, this model applies simple procedure. Only within
six steps, teachers can create not only effective teaching material but also effective teaching and learning
strategies. Besides, this model accommodates all learning theories and language theories. Second, with this
model, teachers can be as maximally creative as possible. Besides, PAIKEM principles can be incoorporated
into this model. Hence, the learning outcomes are maximal as well. Third, every step in this model is easy,
practical, and simple enough to formulate. So, in preparing a lesson plan, teachers do not need to spend
much energy and time. Also, preparing a lesson is no longer a burden to teachers. Last but not least, this
teaching model can be used for one or more sessions of class, depending on the situation and needs. The
steps in the teaching model are as follows: l. formulating Learning Objective,2. selecting Motivating
strategies, 3. selecting Prsentation Strategies. 4. developing Skill Practices, 5. Selecting Summing-up
strategies, and 6. selecting Assessment. This teachi;rg model has been suocessfully implemented in one of the

biggest language schools in Indonesia.
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I. INTRODUCTION
l.l Background
Lesson planning is a significant part of teaching-learning process. With a Lesson Plan at hand, a teacher may
be given some benefits such as monitoring teaching progress, doing some reflection of what had happend in
the classroom, etc. In short, a teacher can be more successful if s/he has a lesson plan. Based on my
observation, many English teachers do not make lesson plans. Somehorv, there are a few teachers rvho do

have lesson plans but do nbt apply it in the classroom. So far, there have been many lesson plans models

introduced to teachers - ranging from PPSI model. KBK model, KTSP model, to K'13 model. However- none

has been satisfactory to them due to sonre constraints. Even- what has happened to teachers are confusion.
Many teachers become confused with the so man) model to follor.v.
1.2 The Purpose of Writing this Paper
This paper aims at: a) explaining rvhl' many English teache$ are reluctant to make and/or apply lesson plan,

b) explaining rvhat difficulties l'aced b1, many English teachers in planning English lesson- c) proposing a

format of lesson plan as one of the solutions to teachers problem in planning English lesson.

II. BRTEF REVIEW OF RELATED THEORIES
2.1 Theories ofLanguage Learning
There are fbur major theories of lan-euage acquisition and language learning rvhich many psycholinguists and

applied linguists are familiar ra'ith- namely: behaviorism. cognitivism- humanism. and constructivism. There

are two kinds of behaviorism; thel' are classical behaviorism (originated fiom Pavlov experiment) and neo-

behaviorism (der,elopded b1, Skinner). Classical behaviorists believe that by the process of conditioning u'e

can build a set of stimulus-response connections. On the contrarl'. neo-behaviorist Skinner critisizes that

Pavlov's conditioning theory was a typical fbrm ol learning utilized b1 animals and only slightly applicable
to account for human learning. Thus, he creates a new model called operant conditioning. Within this model-

the importance of stimuli is de-emphasized. More emphasis. horvever. is on the consequence of the stimuli.
So, reinforcement is the key element.
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Cognitive ps)chologists, like Noam Chomskl', argue that language use isnot imitated behavior- but is

created. Sentences are not learned by imitation and repetition. but generated from the learner's underlying
competence. Cognitivism focuses on the inner mental activities such as thinking. memorizing. knou,ing. and
problem solving. Knou,ledge can be seen as schema and learnin-q is a change of learner's schemata. So,

learning is considered as an active. constructive- cumulative, and self-directed process that is dependent on
the mental of learner's activities.

In humanistic vierv, human being is a whole person r.vho not only has physic and cognition, but, more
importantly. also has feeling and emotion, Leaming. therelbre. focuses on the development ol individual sell--

concept and his personal sense of reality. Humanistic principles have important implication for education.

According to this approach, the focus ofeducation is learning. not teaching.

Constructivism is a phylosophy of learning founded on the premises that, by reflecting on our experiences.

we construct our own understanding the world.
2.2 Communicative Language Teaching :

In the past, influenced by behaviorist psychology and structuralistJinguistics. EFL/ESL teachers describe

communication in terms of four skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing. These skill categories were
r.videly accepted and provided a ready-made fiamelvork lbr methods mannual, learner course material. and

teachers education prograin. Listening and speaking were collectively describes as active skills, and reading
and writing as passive skills. However. today. communicative language teaching (CLT) has been put forth
around the world as the innovative way to teach English as a foreign/second language. Communicative
Competence (CC) is the goal of teaching based on this method (Savignon in Celce-Murcia, 2001). Even,

Indonesian govemment, through KBK, KTSP and now K'13, has put communictive comptence as the

ultimate goal of teaching English.
2.2.1What is CLT
CLT is seen as an approach instead of a method. CLT is regarded more as an approach since its aims are a) to
make CC the goal of language teaching- and b) to develop procedures of the four language skills that
acknowledge the interdependence of language and communication (Richards and Rodgers, 1986). CLT deals

more with assumptions about langua-ee and language leaming,
2.2.2 Basic Assumptions about Langua-ee in CLT
Richards and Rodgers (1986) propose- at least- four basic assumptions about language in CLT. namely: a)

languae is a system for'the expression of meaning, b) the primary function of language is for interaction and

communication, c) the structure of language reflects its functional and communicative uses, d) the primary
units of language are not merely its grammatical and structural features, but categories of functional and

communicative meaning as exemplified in discourse. The implications of these four assumptions to the
language teaching- is in making decisions on a) r.vhat aspects of the language should be taught, b) horv

language should be presented in class-- and c) horv langua-ee competence should be evaluated.
2.2.3 Basic Assumptions about Language Learning in CLT
The basic assumptions about language learning in CLT are as follows: a) activities that involve real

communication promote learning. b) activities in rvhich language is used for carrying out meaningful task

promote leaming. This assumptions imply that a) students rvill learn optimally r,vhen they communicate in the

target language. b) the role of teacher is to be teaching communication via language, not language via
communication- c) communication should be meaningful, but interaction in carrying out meaningful tasks are

not alrvays necessarily meaningful. So- language teacher should create situations in which information gaps

exist amon-e learners.
2.2.4 Model of Communicative Competence
Communication can mean giving or sharin-e intbrmation and/or ideas. Communication can also mean talking
together, discussing. consulting and telling. ln other rvords- communication is also defined as negotiation of
meaning. Equally, communication is interactions u'ith other people. People don't just utter words without any

purpose. People communicate for some reasons such as a) u'anting to express r.vhat they think and finding out
rvhar other people think- b) $'anting to express u,hat the) feel and findin-e out rvhat others feel, c) wanting to
give opinions, d) needing to apolo-eize or lbrgive. or e) just u'anting to be sociable, etc. To be able to
communicate effectively. one needs other several competence. lvhich collectively is called Communicative
Competence (CC). Sarignon (198i) in Celce-Murcia (2001) sa)s that CC consists of a) grammatical
competence. b) discourse competence. c) sociocultural competence. and d) strategic competence.

Grarnmatical competence refers to sentence-level ,erammtical fbrms. the ability to recognize the lexicat.
morphological. syntactic. and phonological f'eatures of a language and to make use of these features to
interprete and fbrm rvords and sentences. Di.scorute competenLe is concerned not rvith isolated words or
phrases but u,ith the interconnetedness (coherence and cohesion) of a selies of utterences and written words

or phrases to form a text (such as a poem. an e-mail message. a telephone conversation, etc). Socioculttu'al
competence deals rvith the ability to understand the social context in which the language is used - the role of
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the participants. the inlbrmation they share, and the function olthe interaction. Strategic competence islhe
ability to use coping strategies in unfamiliar context due to imperl-ect knowledge of rules or limiting l'actors
in their application such as fatigue or distraction.
2.3 Principles of Teaching Language for Communication
The basic purpose of learning a language is fbr communication. Even, in the curriculum. it is said that the
main goal of learning English in Indonesia is to enable students to use the tbreign language for international
communication. Keith Morro'uv distinguises five principles of teaching a language for communication. a)
Knov v,hat you are doing. This principle means that the focus of every lesson is to do something in English"
For example. a teacher should knou' the purpose of an activity or a game he is letting students do. A
classroom activity is not just for fun or spending time. If he wants his students to practice asking XeslNo
question, he could make his students do that proficiently by applying a game of Twenty Questions. b) The
whole is more lhan the sum of its parts. Language is just like music. Experiencing a beautiful selection of
music is more than hearning the separate notes by itself. Listeriing to the individual notes tvithout the rythm
and pauses is quite different from listening to a song. ln language. the case is the same. A person does not
only utter words and sentences (which is the linguistic aspects only) but should also consider sociolinguistics
aspects, know the discourse strategy. In teaching simple present tense, for instance, the teacher should not
only give the form of the tense but also explain the usage. c) The processes are as important as the forms.
This principle means communicaton is a process. Hence, a teacher should not only teach the rules of the
language but also create the process of the teaching in a communicative framework. d) To learn it, do it. This
principle means that learning a language is just like leaming to drive a car. Hence, the more one practices. the
more proficient one becomes. As such, a teacher should provide the students with a lot of practices. e)
Mistakes are not alvays mistake. During the process of leaming, it is normal for students to make mistakes.
So, gtammar or pronunciation mistakes, for example, should be tolerated. The most important thing is to get
the message across.

2.4 Teaching Model
Teaching model is the systematic procedure of delivering a lesson to students in the classroom. Liker.vise,
teaching model deals with the rvays in which leaming enviroments and instructional experiences can be
constracted. sequenced, or delivered. Accordipg to Glaser, 'teachirtg model is an instructional system that
includes four elbments, namely: instructional objective , entering behavior, insiructional procedure. and
performance assessment.
Instructional Objectives are the goals the students should attain upon completion of a segment of instruction.
Similarly, instructional objectives are the end product of instruction in terms of observable performance. The
way to determine whethel oi not a student has learned something is to obserye the outcome of his behavior.
The outcome has been conventionally refered to as behavioral objective.
Entering behaviors describe the students'present level ofknou,ledge before the instruction begins. It relers to
what they are going to learn. lt also illustrates students' intelectual abilitv and development. motivational
state, and certain social and cultural aspect of their leaming ability.
Instructional procedure describes the teaching process. Most decisions a teacher makes are on these
procedures. Proper management of this part result in those changes in studdnts behavior rvhich is called
leaming achievement. Procedure must vary dependin-e on the instructional objective.
Performance assessment is the process of measuring the students'auxiliary and terminal performance during
and at the end of instruction. Auxiliary performance are behaviors rvhich must be acquired at the lorver level
of a learning structure before the terminal objectives are acquired at the higher level. Perfbrmance
assessment cconsists of test and observation used to determine hou' rvell the students have achier"ed the
instructional objectives.
Teaching model should become the guide to lesson planning.
2.6 Lesson Plannin-e
2.6.1 Definition of Lesson PIan
Linda Jensen in Celce-Murcia (8d.,2001) says that a lesson plan is an extremely useful tool that serves as a
combination guide. resource. and historical document reilecting teaching philosophy. student population.
textbooks- and teaching goals. Quoting Ur ( I 996). she- lurther. sals that a lesson plan can be described rvith
manv metaphor such as road map. blueprint. or game plan. Whatever the analog,"- is. a lesson plan is essential
lbr novice teacher and convinient lor experienced teachers. Harmer (2007) sa1,'s that planning a lesson is not
the same as scripting a lesson. Lessons are not plavs rvhere students and their teachers have to remember and
reproduce words in a pre-ordained sequence. His better metaphor lbr this is .iazz music - rvhere li'om an
original chord sequence plavers improvise their own melodies. inventing their own twist and turns. not
western classical music- where all the notes have to be played exactly as they are written. Furthermore.
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Harmer says that classroom are dynamic enviroments and a lesson is an interactive event in which people
react with each other and with the language.
2.6.2Why Teachers Should Plan?
Therc are several reasons fbr a teacher to plan a lesson, namely:
a. Teaching-Learning is a complex process. lt involves many components or elements. According to Harmer
(2007), teaching-learning process comprises six elements. They are l) teachers,2) learners, 3) naterials, 4)
methods, 5) objectives, and 6) envorement.
b. Teaching with lesson plan is likely more successful.
c, Good and effective teachers are those rvho think carefully about what they are going to do in their class
and plan how they are going to organize the teaching and learning process. Therefore, they should make a
lesson plan before they start a lesson.
2.6-2Principles of Writing Lesson Plan
There are three basic principles of Iesson planning (Linda Jenson in Celci-Murcia,200l; Harmer,2007). The
trhce principles are as follov./s: '.-'
a. Coherence
A good lesson plan has a sense ofcoherence and flow. This means that a lesson hangs together and is notjust
a sequence ofdescrete activities.
b. Veriety
A teacher should provide a veriety of different activities and if possible a wide selection of materials for
students so that they are constantly interested to participate in the activities as well as stimulated to know
more.

c. Flexibility
A teacher should be flexible in applying the plan s/he already prepared for the class. For some reasons,
sometimes, a particular activity does not fit the class situation on a certain day. In such a situation- a flexible
teacher should be able to change the activity. In other words, s/he has to be adaptable.
Good lesson planning is the art of mixing techniques, activities- and materials in such a way that an ideal
.balance is created for the class.
2.6-3 The Format of Lesson Plan
Teaching Models should be the guide of writing a lesson plan. In geneial, lesson plan has many different
{irrnlats. Hos'ever, Linda Jensen describes three stages of lesson plan: a beginning. a midle. and an end. In
the beginnin-e is usually the brief description of the class and students, for example, the name of the course
and the level, the background of the students- the date- the week as well as the day of the course,
competencies and-standard, grammatical structure and vocbulary to be introduced in the class, etc. In the
midle components are teaching procedures or activities (which usually begins with warn-up activities
follorved by presentation and practices), time management, and seating arrangement. ln the final section is
the summary and the evaluation. Below is the format of lesson plan illustrating the teaching model that is
widely used by teachers and advocated in 2013 curriculum (K'13u culn

Format in Bahasa Indonesia Format in Enslish
I. Kompetensi lnti
II. Kompetensi Dasar
lll. lndikator
Spiritual
Sosial
Pengetahuan
Keterampilan
lV. Tujuan Pembelajaran
Spiritual
Sosial
Pengetahuan
Keterampilan
V. Materi Pembelajaran
VI. Sumber Belajar dan Media
VII. Metode Pembelajaran
Pendekatan
Metode
'Ieknik

Vlll. Teaching Procedure
A. Beeinnins Activities

l. Core Compentce
II. Basic competence
Ill. Indicators
Spiritual
Social
Knorvledge
skilt
IV. Lesson Objectives
Spiritual
Social
Knowledge
SKiII
V. Materials
VI. Learning Resources & Media
VIl. Teaching Methods
Approach
Method
Techniques
VIII. Teaching Procedures
A. Besinnine Activities
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B. Core Activities
Mengamati
Menanya
Menalar
Mencoba
Mengkomunikasikan

C. Penutup
IX. Evluasi

B. Core Activities
Observing
Questioning
Reasoning
Experimenting
Communicating
C. Closing
IX. E,valuation

III. DISCUSSION
3.1 Why Many EFL Teachers are Reluctant to Make/Use Lesson Plan
Based on my observation, EFL teachers in Jambi can be identified into three groups in response to lesson
planning. They are group A, Group B. and group C. In group A are those rvho write LP but don't use it in the
classroom. Unfortunately. the maiority of the teachers belong to this group. The reason is that they think that
LP is only administrative matter. So. they just keep the LP clean. Tragically, the LP that they keep is just the
copy-paste fiom other teacher. So, frequently, the content of the LP is not consistent with teaching process
taking place. In group B are those who don't make lesson plan. Sadly. I also observed that some teachers
don't make lesson plan. Their reason is that to succeed teaching is only to master the teaching material only.
Teaching technique or strategies may come out during the process ofthe teaching. This is because they have
had a lot of experiences of teaching so they think that the idea would be coming out instantly. Besides, to
thenr teaching is already a routine. While group C belongs to those who write LP and use it in the classroom.
Only a few teachers belongs to this _eroup.
3.2 Difficulties in Making a Lesson Plan
Based on my observation. there are two main problems faced by EFL teachers in Jambi City when making a
lesson plan, namely:
a. Formulating Objective
In the curriculum, it is said that the main goal of EFL teaching to Indonesian students is to enable the
stud-ents to communicate in the target language. ln other words. communicative competence is the goal of the
teaching. However, most of the objective formulation that I see in the teachers' lesson plan are to explain,
describe, even analy'ze the language aspects such as -qrammar. Let's take a look at the following samples (in
Bahasa Indonesia).
a) "Setelah ,nengamati don mendiskusikan teks lisan dan tulis tentang deslo'ipsi tempal, peserta didik dapat
menjelaskanfungsi sosial, struklur teks dan unsur hebahasaan.secara tepat".

b) "Setelah memahami dan mendiskusikan leks inlerpersonal lisan dan lulis, peserta didik dapat menlusun
teks lisan dan tulis untuk ntenyebulkan nama bangunan publikyang dekat dengan kehidupan peserta sehari-
hari, dengan unsur kebahasaan yarlg benar dan sesuai konteks secarabaik".

From sample (a), it is seen that the teacher focuses on the understanding of the students about the language
aspect, namely social function. text structure- and linguistic components. In other words, rvhat the teacher
wants the learners to learn is not communcative competence. However- in sample (b), we can see that the
teacher wants the students to gain comunicative competence i.e 'menvusun text' (arranging a text). From
these two samples, we can also understand that there is a separation ol of teaching language construction
from communicati ve competence.
b. Sequencing the activities
As far as I examine- there are two t)pes of teaching model practiced so far. The tlrst type is the teaching
model rvith three stages- namell,': exploration. elaboration. and expansion. This t1'pe is suggested by the 2006
curriculum or the KTSP. The second t1.'pes is the model rvith the 5-M steps as suggested in the 2013
curriculum. However. very olien. I fbund that most of the classroom activities are not in sequence. In other
words, the classroom activities are not connected to one another.
3.3 Solution to the Problem
As a solution to the problem, I'd like to propose a teachine model rvhich I call C'reative Teaching Model that
can be used as a ,euide to makin-e a lesson plan. This model is based on Glaser model with some
modification. As a matter of t'act. this model has alresdl successfully applied bv a prominent language school
in Indonesia. The model is as lbllou,s:

l. Lesson Objective
a. Terminal Objective
b. Enablins Obiective
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2. Motivating Strategis
3. Presentation Strategies
4. Skill Practice
5. Summing-Up
6. Assessment

Lesson objective is the goal that a student should attain upon the completion of the lesson. Robert F. Mager
said that the characteristic ol a useful objective is performance which is what the learner is able to do. The
lesson objective consists of terminal objective and errabling objective. Terminal objective means the
objective that the students have to achieve in the higher level of the lesson. The enabling objective is the
micro skill that the students have to master before the terminal objective is achieved. Motivating Strategies
describes the present status of students' knowledge and skill in reference to a future satatus that the teacher
wants the student attain. Motivation is very important to begin a teaching-leaming process. It has functions I )
to direct student attention to the lesson at hand, 2) to assess how much students already know about the
lesson, 3) to arouse the learner interest,4) to make the learner feel involved in the teaching-learning process.
Presentation stategies is the stage when the teacher conveys the lesson objective to the students and explain
about the lesson. The Skill Practice is the stage in which studentS are given time to practice what has been
presented in the previous stage. It is suggested that a teacher be able to estimate that all activities in the skill
practice can be covered within the time alloted. Summing-up is the time for the teacher to sum-up or
overview what has been presented. lt is drawing the conclusion of the lesson. Assessment is the short-term
assessment that function to evaluate whether or not students has achieved the lesson objective. According to
Douglas H. Brown, a teacher should determine short-term and long-term assessment.

IV. Conclusion and Suggestion
After the explanation above it can be concluded that:
a. Many teaching models have been introduced to English teachers but none has been satisfactory to teachers
due to the complexity of the model.
b. Hence, in response to the complexity of the teaching model, many teachers are reluctant to write or use
lesson plan in the teaching-leaming process. As a result, many teachers enter the class without adequate
preparation. Consequently. teaching is far from success.
Hence, it is suggested that decision makers think over about the lesson format avaliable today.
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